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1. According to the Angel Toy Company (ATC) case in “Mon-
ey laundering, 21st century-style: Far from washed up”:

A. Huang and Yu would divide the money into amounts less 
than US$10,000 before bringing them to the bank.

B. Huang and Yu would wire the money to a factory in India.

C. The factory in India would ship the merchandise to Peru.

D. The Peruvian ATC store would sell the toys for pesos 
and deliver the converted cash to associates of the San 
Francisco customers.  

2. According to Jonathan E. Turner, CFE, CII, in “Money 
laundering, 21st century-style: Far from washed up”:

A. “The feds got Al Capone for racketeering not murder.”

B. “Over the past 10 years, most companies have viewed 
their AML programs as a way to manage business risk.”

C. “It’s important that CFEs help their clients and employ-
ers understand that money laundering is far from being a 
crime committed only by drug cartels and terrorists.”

D. “In a classic kickback scheme, a bookkeeper creates a 
fictitious company and pays it.”

3. According to “International money laundering:  
The human toll”:

A. Money laundering typically occurs in three stages:  
integration, layering and placement.

B. Several entities know the exact amount of laundered 
money circulating in the international monetary system.

C. Human traffickers in the Americas rely more heavily on 
restaurants, chain stores and mortgage businesses to 
launder illicit funds.

D. The FATF claims that the underlying criminal activity may 
be concentrated geographically according to which stage 
the laundered funds have reached.

4. According to “International money laundering: The  
human toll,” sexual exploitation, primarily of women and 
children, is the No. 1 reason for human trafficking around 
the world.

A. True.

B. False.

5. According to Pamela Meyer, CFE, in “Spotting those 
elusive liars”:

A. “Researchers have long known that the more intelligent 
the species, the less deceptive it is.”

B. “Lying is woven approvingly into the fabric of our social, 
political, diplomatic and business lives.”

C. “Any kind of gamesmanship at your own expense actually 
makes you more, not less, paranoid.”

D. “A truth bias doesn’t get in the way of our ability to  
detect deception.”

6. According to Pamela Meyer, CFE, in “Spotting those 
elusive liars”:

A. “Facial micro-expressions, actually, hold little value for the 
liespotter.”

B. “Liars tend to rehearse stories in backward order.”

C. “When you see clusters of indicators of deception, it’s a 
red flag to accuse your subject of lying.”

D. “Fraud examiners go beyond spotting lies every day. 
Their jobs depend on getting to the truth.”

7. According to “Listening to the Words: Detecting  
deception in what they say”:

A. Humans don’t excel at adapting language to suit their 
needs.

B. Lying isn’t hard work.

C. Truth-tellers who expect others to believe them tend to 
speak naturally and unself-consciously.

D. Most oddly phrased statements are lies.

8. According to “Listening to the words: Detecting  
deception in what they say,” if you ask a question and 
someone repeats it back to you, she may be stalling to 
buy time to think about how she wants to reply.

A. True.

B. False.

9. According to “Bid rigging and kickbacks under the 
bridge,” Dylan Murphy:

A. Was a humble man who believed he needed to earn 
everything he received.

B. Came from a poor Dublin family.

C. Was charged for receiving kickbacks from four different 
contractors on eight different Regional Transportation 
District projects.

D. Was a successful owner of a prosperous Irish pub. 

10. According to “Bid rigging and kickbacks under the 
bridge”:

A. The author and his administrative assistant removed all 
the files from Dylan Murphy’s desk and office and secured 
them in a safe.

B. Charges indicated that the contractors willingly gave 
Murphy kickbacks.

C. Dylan Murphy was sentenced to eight years in prison and 
ordered to pay Regional Transportation District $88,000 in 
restitution.

D. During the trial, the U.S. attorney demonstrated that  
Murphy had extracted bribes from three of the contrac-
tors by requiring that they use Murphy’s wife’s secretarial 
agency as a subcontractor.
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